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‘Cycling superhighways’ and ‘Beelines’ sound like a two-wheeling hippy’s utopia, but they are quickly becoming established through transportation policy in some cities in England. However, in other locations our velo-lover is more likely to be competing for space with a lorry or stung by the car-and-paint-strewn patchwork of pot-holed asphalt marked ‘cycle lane’. But why is it that some cities are providing cycling infrastructure at a faster rate than a Chris Hoy sprint finish while others have their wheels stuck in the starting gate?
	The idea of an article on evidence for planning in a ‘post-truth’ world is enough to induce palpitations. Whether these heart beats are of incredulity or hopeful expectation depends upon the reader. ‘Post-truth’ planning confers notions of a subjective, seemingly individual narrative of emotion versus reason, of insight against data. Yet the extent to which planning has permitted the ‘post-truth’ agenda to inculcate plans appears to be highly selective. The capacity of alternative facts and rhetoric, seemingly divorced from decades of research, to drive planning agendas for our streets and communities seems to have particularly local and thematic manifestations. While some areas of planning may have had their fill of evidence-based policy, others are making use of existing knowledge and big data to take progressive strides in planning for the environment, economy, and society.
	In England, not all planning problems are created equal. The role of evidence in planning depends decidedly upon the form of planning being undertaken. Consider the different approaches to housing and cycling. The manifestations of the housing crisis are distinctly spatial. Regions and even neighbourhoods can have quite varied housing pressures. Yet the narrative of a national crisis and stipulations on local planning authorities to respond is offered in a wholesale package of evidence (consider the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’s housing need calculations), policy constraints (consider five-year land supplies), and recommended solutions (consider permitted development). While this evidence is not perfect, there is an attempt to create a framework with which to hold planning authorities to account, both centrally and locally.
	Housing is, of course, an immutable expectation – perhaps with the caveat that it is a ‘good’ house. Of course, what defines ‘good’ is a difficult thing to pin down, but it is clear that liveability plays a role here.
	This liveability is a broadly defined concept which draws in elements of affordability and the quality of jobs. But an important factor here is commuting, and it should be no surprise that for some time urban cycling has been regarded as a hallmark of the most liveable places. We talk about evidence, and here the evidence of cycling’s net-positive contribution to urban life is compelling. There are clear benefits to urban air quality agendas (i.e. by removing and reducing congestion, idling, etc.), and to health and wellbeing; while, in a virtuous cycle, improved performance in those global liveability rankings can go on to inform investment, job creation, and growth. In combination, therefore, there is a compelling socio-economic-environmental case for maximising the opportunities for those seeking to travel by bicycle in their daily lives.
	Cycling, however, despite its positive contributions across a raft of urban agendas, is less clearly a priority in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and in central government policy than other social goods. The evidence required of strategic transport authorities for the need to enhance cycling infrastructure does not go much beyond the rather top-level analysis undertaken in Local Transport Plans, while any compulsion to provide evidence of the impact of cycling provision is limited. Compare this with requirements on local planning authorities in relation to housing and a two-tier evidence base is apparent.
	Going further, and despite facing the same compelling, and growing, suite of evidence, it is clear that support for urban cycling is not uniform between cities. Of course, success does not come overnight, and when we consider the gulf between England and exemplars such as Amsterdam, Copenhagen and Utrecht, we cannot overlook the fact that this transformation took place over a period of 30-40 years, and in an environment where cycling was afforded substantive recognition in complex urban planning decisions and financial investment, within broadly supportive national planning frameworks.
	Despite the best efforts of planners over the years, in real terms England is a laggard to this agenda. The absence of strong central leadership on cycling infrastructure provision and lukewarm acknowledgement in the NPPF means that creating the appetite for cycling infrastructure, as well as its implementation, is devolved. Yes, we can point to a national planning policy which is notionally in favour of investment in cycling infrastructure – but with planning and investment decisions largely determined by local planning authorities and city region governance, the result is a patchwork quilt – nationally and locally. 
	The closest that England has to an exemplar city is London – where investment and implementation outstrip much of the rest of the country (as with much other transport provision). Even here, the very beginnings of the idea that London is a cycling-friendly place have taken a decade to coalesce, building upon the success of its cycle-hire scheme (commonly known as ‘Boris-Bikes’) and a series of segregated ‘cycle superhighways’ which have begun to bisect London’s busy urban core and link residents with the centre. Yet despite this, and despite dramatic increases in cycling rates, there is significant variation in cycling provision across the capital. For example, away from the superhighways, the mini-Holland schemes have attracted much attention for their role in revitalising local retail while improving cycling rates, but they are few in number and face prolonged battles when they are implemented.
	It is an oversimplification to present the England beyond London as a cycling wasteland. Indeed, with cycling provision largely a function of local planning authorities, there is significant variation between different local authorities. For example, some areas have begun to embrace urban cycling in a meaningful way. Greater Manchester, led by a newly installed metro mayor, has announced its ambitious programme, dubbed ‘Beelines’, providing over 1,000 miles of active travel routes, including 75 miles of segregated cycle route. At the same time, other planning authorities have undertaken regressive policies (such as the removal of bike lanes). The result is that we are seeing the emergence of a diverging implementation gap in which some places begin to occupy the popular imagination as cycling-friendly cities, while others languish and stagnate.
	What is so stark about this is that these cities exist within the same national planning policy contexts and funding allocations, and are faced with the same evidence of the benefits of supporting cycling for urban areas. Access to evidence of the impact of cycling infrastructure has never been easier, and policy transfer and sharing ‘best practice’ internationally is readily undertaken. A common trait of contemporary urban leaders is supposed to be that they take the panoply of evidence and examples globally and appropriate them locally.
	Yet a simple comparison of cycling infrastructure provision between English cities, let alone European counterparts,1 shows that the paths to cycling infrastructure provision are not converging. Lessons from cycling-friendly cities and evidence of the benefits of supporting an active population are only affecting planning policy in pockets. Thus we are faced with two questions. First, why is there such a significant implementation gap in progressive cycling planning? Second, how do we close it?
	The common thread in cities that are doing well is the presence in policy circles of a cycling champion. This is somebody who not only recognises the benefits that urban cycling can bring, but for whom urban cycling (often wrapped up into ‘active travel’ agendas) is a major focus, and who is in a position to effect change. Crucially, as is the case in Greater Manchester with former Olympian Chris Boardman, this person also has the ear of those ultimately in charge.
	Politically there is some evidence to support expanding cycling infrastructure. In 2017 Sustrans’ Bike Life survey showed that across seven major cities in the UK 69% of people say that their city would be a better place if more people cycled, 75% said that more money should be spent on cycling, and, most tellingly of all, 78% of residents support building protected bike lanes even if that means less space for other road traffic.2
	This combination of evidence and personality brings us some hope. We heed Juan Rivero’s call3 to make ‘post-truth planning great again’, that through bringing evidence into contact with public and political imaginations there is still space for deliberative planning. But there is a clear need for policy-makers at all levels to take ownership of this issue.
	At the national level there is a role for policies which make plain evidence. We do not reify statistics, and are acutely aware of limitations in current methods used to understand issues such as housing need. But requiring strategic transport authorities to regularly report on cycling metrics (for example the modal split of commuters, the number of incidents per 100,000 journeys, the air quality of road networks) might bring evidence to the collective imagination which could have political agency.
	With conclusive evidence of the benefits of supporting cycling in cities, at the local level there is an urgent need for leaders to take one of the safest bets of their political career. As we have seen in the Dutch model, success can be a while in the making, but to borrow a phrase from green infrastructure – the best time to build cycling infrastructure was 20 years ago. The second best time is today.
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